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A 4-cycle algebra is a finite-dimensional digraph algebra (CSL algebra) whose
reduced digraph is a 4-cycle. A rigid embedding between such algebras is a direct
sum of certain nondegenerate multiplicity one star-extendible embeddings. A com-
plete classification is obtained for the regular isomorphism classes of direct systems
A of 4-cycle algebras with rigid embeddings. The critical invariant is a binary rela-
tion in K0 AH1 A, generalising the scale of the K0 group, called the joint scale.
The joint scale encapsulates other invariants and compatibility conditions of
regular isomorphism. These include the scale of H1A, the scale of H0 AH1A,
sign compatibility, congruence compatibility and H0H1 coupling classes. These
invariants are also important for lifting K0H1 isomorphisms to algebra isomor-
phisms; we resolve this lifting problem for various classes of 4-cycle algebra direct
systems.  1997 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the research notes [P3] the second author investigated the classifica-
tion of certain limit algebras in terms of K0 data and (limit) homology
group data. That this was possible was suggested by a finite-dimensional
observation: the induced scaled group homomorphisms K0:, H1 : deter-
mine the embedding :, up to inner unitary equivalence, for a natural family
of embeddings, the so-called rigid embeddings. Further motivation came
from the parallel with approximately finite-dimensional C*-algebras, where
Elliott has shown that K0 data suffices, [E1], and with contemporary
classifications of limits of matricial circle algebras in terms of K0 and K1 ,
[E2, E3, LR]. It was shown in [P3] how direct systems could be classified
by K0 and H1 , at least in certain decoupled cases, referred to in [P3] as
homologically limited systems. With hindsight the decoupled case can now
be seen to be very special and an appreciation of a number of other
invariants and obstructions is necessary in order to understand when
systems are isomorphic and when K0 H1 group isomorphisms are liftable.
In the present paper we effect the regular classification of rigid systems
A of (general) 4-cycle algebras in terms of the K0 and H1 groups, the K0
scale and what we call the joint scale 7A. The joint scale is a proper subset
of the product scale 70A71 A where 71 is a natural symmetric scale in
H1 . We also analyse when K0 H1 isomorphisms may be lifted and con-
sider a number of obstructions to this, namely, congruence compatibility,
sign compatibility and H0H1 coupling class obstructions.
The joint scale is remarkably succinctits preservation ensures that none
of these lifting obstructions prevailand yet it is not so easily computed as
the K0 or H1 scales. On the other hand we are able to identify distinct sub-
classes of systems that can be classified in terms of simpler invariants. For
these subclasses, K0H1 isomorphisms lift if they preserve the product scale
and this leads to a readily computable classification scheme.
We give a detailed discussion of the realisation of K0AH1A and the
product scale as a scaled group in Q2Q2 Q and we see how K0H1
isomorphisms are realised. This is analogous, for example, to the elemen-
tary realisation of the K0 invariants of the matroid C*-algebras with scaled
subgroups of Q. A closer parallel (which is developed in Section 4) is the
identification of the K0 data of certain symmetric AF C*-algebras with
scaled ordered subgroups of QQ. Such realisations give a better
appreciation of the range of the classifying invariants (such as the possible
variations in H1 data for fixed K0 data) as well as insight into automor-
phisms of systems (such as nontrivial homology inverting automorphisms).
The analysis of the lifting of realised K0H1 isomorphisms also reveals
important subclasses of systems such as extreme type systems, even and
odd systems, hr-asymmetric systems and decoupled systems.
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As we point out in Section 3 the regular classification of direct systems
does not lead immediately to a classification of the operator algebra limits
or the (unclosed) ultramatricial 4-cycle algebras. Indeed isomorphisms
between algebraic direct limits need not arise even through asymptotically
regular isomorphisms of the given systems. See [DoP]. However it can be
shown (see [P6]) that such irregular isomorphisms only occur for homo-
logically trivial systems and that the classification schemes given here do
extend to algebraic direct limits.
The efficacy of scales in K0H1 for classification of systems suggest that
it would now be useful to develop a general theory of scaled partial
isometry homology and its relationship with K-theory. Such a theory in
the AF case would have close links with the theory of dimension groups
[Ef, G] and would relate to the classification of real ultramatricial 4-cycle
algebras (in analogy with [Gi, GH]).
In the sequel the homology group invariants are defined directly as
direct limits of simplicial homology groups. However with regard to more
general subalgebras of C*-algebras it is of interest to obtain intrinsic for-
mulations of homology invariants. A step in this direction has been made
in [P4, P5] where partial isometry homology, associated with diagonal
subalgebras, is defined in terms of finite dimensional subalgebras.
While the structure of the paper is indicated in the contents list, not
every section depends on all previous sections. In particular, the classifica-
tion in terms of the joint scale in Section 11 depends only on the first two
sections and Proposition 6.1.
Our terminology and notation follow that of [P3], although we recall
most of the definitions in the course of the next two sections.
2. FINITE DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRAS
We are interested in 2m-cycle algebras (m2) and particularly in 4-cycle
algebras. The most succinct definition of a 2m-cycle algebra is that it is a
finite-dimensional digraph algebra whose reduced digraph is a cycle of
length 2m. The fundamental 4-cycle digraph algebra A(D4) is the following
subalgebra of M4 , with D4 the associated digraph:
A(D4)=_
V
0
0
0
0
V
0
0
V
V
V
0
V
V
0
V& D4 is .
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In general, if G is a reflexive transitive directed graph, with no multiple
edges, and with vertex set [1, 2, ..., n], then A(G)Mn is the digraph
algebra (or poset algebra) spanned by the matrix units eij with (i, j ) an
edge of G. The reduced digraph of G is obtained by identifying vertices i, j
for which both (i, j ) and ( j, i) are edges.
In general, a 4-cycle algebra is isomorphic to either of the following
equivalent standard forms, as a ‘staircase’ algebra or a block upper tri-
angular algebra:
_
Mk Mk, l
Ml
Mm, l Mm
Mk, n
Mm, n
Mn & or _
Mk
Mm
Mk, l
Mm, l
Ml
Mk, n
Mm, n
Mn & .
In this paper, we use the block upper triangular form. (As usual, the n_m
complex matrices are denoted Mn, m , with Mn=Mn, n .)
An algebra homomorphism between digraph algebras A(G )Mn ,
A(H )Mm is star-extendible if it is the restriction of a C*-algebra
homomorphism between the C*-algebras generated by A(G ) and A(H ),
which may be proper subalgebras of Mn and Mm . The most appropriate
morphisms among the star-extendible embeddings between digraph
algebras are those which are regular in the following sense; see [P1, P2,
P3, P4] for further discussions of this point.
Definition 2.1. A star-extendible algebra homomorphism between
digraph algebras is regular if it is (inner) unitarily equivalent to a direct
sum of multiplicity one star-extendible embeddings.
A multiplicity one star-extendible embedding is the restriction of a
star-homomorphism (between the C*-algebras generated by the algebras)
which is of multiplicity one. For example, the following embedding : from
A(D4) to A(D4)M2 is regular, being unitarily equivalent to the direct
sum of two multiplicity one star-extendible embeddings.
: \_
a
b
x
w
c
y
z
d&+=
a 0 x y 0 0
. (2.1)
0 a 0 0 x y
b 0 w z 0 0
0 b 0 0 w z
c 0
0 d
c 0
0 d
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In the setting of 2n-cycle algebras we concentrate on those embeddings that
preserve essential 4-cycles, in the following sense.
Definition 2.2. Let A be a digraph algebra. (i) A set of partial iso-
metries, a1 , a2 , ..., a2n is called a 2n-cycle of partial isometries (or simply a
2n-cycle) if ai ai*=ai+1a*i+1 for i odd and ai*ai=a*i+1 ai+1 for i even, where
a2n+1 is identified with a1 .
(ii) A 2n-cycle is minimal if the initial or final projection of one, and
hence each, partial isometry in the cycle is a minimal projection in A.
(iii) A minimal 2n-cycle is essential if no partial isometry in it can be
written as the product of another partial isometry in the cycle and an ele-
ment of the algebra. In general, a 2n-cycle is said to be essential if it is a
direct sum of minimal essential 2n-cycles.
(iv) Finally, a star-extendible embedding between 2n-cycle algebras
is rigid if it is nonzero and maps essential 2n-cycles of partial isometries to
essential 2n-cycles of partial isometries.
Thus, the embedding : defined by (2.1) is regular but not rigid, since it
maps the standard essential 4-cycle to a non-essential 4-cycle of partial
isometries. On the other hand if a star-extendible embedding does map the
standard essential 4-cycle of partial isometries to an essential 4-cycle then
it is necessarily a rigid embedding.
Rigid embeddings form a distinguished family of nondegenerate regular
embeddings in the case of injections A(D2m)Mn1  A(D2m)Mn2 . Here
the rank one summands of the embeddings can be labelled, up to inner
equivalence, by the digraph automorphisms of D2m . The definition above
provides a coordinate-free generalisation of the class to general 2m-cycle
algebras.
There are, up to inner unitary equivalence, four distinct conjugacy
classes of multiplicity one rigid embeddings : : A1  A2 between 4-cycle
algebras A1 and A2 . At least this is the case if we assume, as we do for the
moment, that the largest summand of A1 & A1* has rank no greater than
the rank of the smallest summand of A2 & A2*. If we label these classes as
%1 , %2 , %3 , %4 then the class of : can be indicated formally as a1%1a2%2 
a3 %3 a4%4 , where ai is the multiplicity of the multiplicity one summands
of : of type %i . The 4-tuple (a1 , a2 , a3 , a4) can be considered as the multi-
plicity signature of : and, of course, this is a complete invariant for inner
unitary equivalence. The beauty of rigid embeddings is that this signature,
and thus the inner equivalence class, is determined by the induced maps
K0: and H1: (see Lemma 2.3 below).
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To identify K0: first identify K0 A1 and K0 A2 as Z4=ZZZZ
(thereby implicitly labelling the block summands of Ai & Ai*, i=1, 2). Then
K0%1 , K0%2 , K0%3 , K0 %4 are the matrices
_
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1& , _
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0& , _
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0& , _
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1& ,
in some order, which we can take to be the given order by relabelling
%1 , ..., %4 . It follows that
K0(:)=_
a1+a2
a3+a4
0
0
a3+a4
a1+a2
0
0
0
0
a1+a4
a2+a3
0
0
a2+a3
a1+a4& .
The matrix K0(:) is the direct sum of two 2_2 symmetric matrices, say
[ xy
y
x] and [
u
v
v
u], where x+y=u+v. It is computationally advantageous
to specify K0(:) by the 3-tuple
(x+y, x&y, u&v)=(a1+a2+a3+a4 , a1+a2&a3&a4 , a1+a4&a2&a3)
since if :i is a regular embedding with K0(:i) having the tuple ( pi , qi , ri),
for i=1, 2, then K0(:2 b :1) has the tuple ( p1 p2 , q1q2 , r1r2).
Notice that if K0(:) has tuple ( p, q, r) then |q|, |r|p and p, q, and r
are either all odd or all even. Furthermore, the following converse is easy
to verify: if |q|p and |r|p, and p, q, r have the same parity, then
( p, q, r) is the tuple of a rigid embedding. The extreme cases, |q|=p or
|r|=p, occur exactly when the corresponding 2_2 submatrix of K0(:) is
either diagonal or anti-diagonal.
The homology group H1(A(G )) can be defined in the following simple
manner. First note that G may be recovered in a coordinate free way from
its digraph algebra A(G ). Indeed the minimal projections in any fixed
maximal abelian self-adjoint algebra can play the role of the vertex set.
Accordingly we may associate with A(G ) the simplicial complex 2(G )
which is obtained from the undirected graph G of G. Specifically 2(G ) con-
tains the 0-simplexes (v) for each vertex of G and contains the t-simplexes
(v1 , ..., vt+1) for v1 , ..., vt+1 the vertices of a complete subgraph of G .
If :: A1  A2 is a multiplicity one star-extendible embedding, then :
induces a natural map H1 :: H1(A1)  H1(A2). Accordingly if ; : A1  A2 is
regular, then H1; is well-defined.
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As the reduced graph of A1 is a single cycle it follows readily from the
definition in the introduction that H1(A1) is isomorphic to Z. Identifying
generators of H1(A1) and H1(A2), in a natural way, we have induced maps
H1 %1=[1], H1%2=[&1], H1%3=[1], H1%4=[&1], and so
H1(:)=[a1&a2+a3&a4].
Lemma 2.3. (Uniqueness). Let A, B be 4-cycle algebras and let :,
;: A  B be rigid embeddings. Then : is inner conjugate to ; if and only if
K0:=K0 ; and H1:=H1 ;.
The proof of this uniqueness lemma is elementary: the equality of the K0
and H1 matrices for : and ; force : and ; to have the same multiplicity
signatures. See [P3].
To understand whether certain rigid embeddings : : A1  A2 between
4-cycle algebras exist (an important issue in the construction of limit
algebra isomorphisms) one must consider K0 scales and homology ranges.
The scale 70A of K0A is the subset of the positive cone determined by
classes of projections in A and so
70A1=[(xi) # Z4 : 0xiki],
where ki is the size of the ith block of A1 & A1*. The rigid embedding :,
or indeed any regular embedding, determines an inclusion of scales
(K0:)(70 A1)70A2 . If X is a 4_4 matrix of the form
_
x
y
0
0
y
x
0
0
0
0
u
v
0
0
v
u&
with x+y=u+v, then X=K0: for some rigid embedding : : A1  A2 if
and only if X(70A1)70A2 .
Definition 2.4. Suppose : : A  B is a regular embedding between
2m-cycle algebras. We define the abstract homology range of : (and of
K0(:) ) to be the set
hr(:)=[H1(;) | ; : A  B is a rigid embedding with K0(;)=K0(:)].
Say that :0: K0A  K0B is of rigid type if :0=K0; for some rigid
embedding ;. We have the following tautology: if A and B are 4-cycle
algebras and if
:0 :1 : K0(A)H1(A)  K0(B)H1(B)
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is a scaled group homomorphism, then :0:1 lifts to a rigid embedding
if and only if :0 is of rigid type and :1 # hr(:0).
The identification of the abstract homology range with a subset of Z,
namely
hr(:)=[u : H1(;)=[u], K0(;)=K0(:)],
is dependent on the identifications of H1(A) and H1(B). In the next lemma,
we assume identifications so that H1(%1)=[1].
Lemma 2.5 (Existence). If : : A  B is a rigid embedding between 4-cycle
algebras and K0(:) has tuple ( p, q, r) with q, r0, then
hr(K0(:))=[z # Z : mzM and z#M(mod 4)],
where M=p&|q&r| and m=q+r&p. In particular, m=M if and only if
either q=p or r=p.
Proof. The matrix for K0(:) is
p+q
2
p&q
2
0 0
p&q
2
p+q
2
0 0
0 0
p+r
2
p&r
2
0 0
p&r
2
p+r
2
and these entries are integers, as p, q, and r are either all even or all odd. If qr,
then H1(;) is maximal if
;=
p+q
2
%1 
r&q
2
%2
p&r
2
%3 .
and then max hr(K0(:))=p+q&r=p&|q&r|. By the symmetry in r and q, if
rq then max hr(K0(:))=p+r&q=p&|q&r|.
Notice that %1%3 and %2%4 both have the same K0 matrix, corresponding to
the tuple (2, 0, 0), but different homology matrices: [2] and [&2] respectively.
Thus replacing one map with the other changes the homology by 4 but does not
change the K0 data.
In the qr case, we can make this replacement ( p&r)2 times, which reduces
the homology by 2p&2r, to give H1(;)=r+q&p. At this point,
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; has no summand of %3 and so the homology cannot be reduced further
without changing the K0 data. Again, the rq case is similar. K
It is worth observing that hr(; b :) may properly contain hr(;) } hr(:).
For example, if K0(:) is (4, 4, 2) and K0(;) is (4, 2, 4), then hr(:)=
hr(;)=[2] but hr(; b :)=[0, 4, 8, 12, 16]. In working with inductive
limits, where we may compose embeddings freely, it is useful to characterise
those :i where max hr(:2 b :1)=max hr(:2) } max hr(:1).
Lemma 2.6. For i=1, 2, let :i be a rigid embedding of 4-cycle algebras
with K0(:i)=( pi , qi , ri) and qi , ri0. The following are equivalent:
1. max hr(:2 b :1)=max hr(:2) max hr(:1),
2. one of pi=qi , qi=ri or pi=ri holds for both i=1 and i=2,
3. if H1(:i)=max hr(:i) for both i, then :1 , :2 are sums of %1 and one
of %2 , %3 or %4 .
Moreover, the three equations in (2) correspond to the three choices of
%i in (3). The proof is a straightforward calculation, using max hr(:i)=
pi&|qi&ri| and the fact that K0(:2 b :1) has tuple ( p1p2 , q1 q2 , r1r2).
It might seem that we are neglecting the dual condition
min hr(:2 b :1)=min hr(:2) min hr(:1),
but substituting in min hr(:i)=qi+ri&pi for i=1, 2 and expanding, we
obtain
q1(r2&p2)+r1(q2&p2)+p1(2p2&r2&q2)=0.
Since r1 , q1p1 and r2 , q2p2 , the previous equality holds if and only if
either p1=q1=r1 or p2=q2=r2 . Hence, by Lemma 2.5, we have
Lemma 2.7. If :1 , :2 are rigid embeddings of 4-cycle algebras with
min hr(:2 b :1)=min hr(:2) min hr(:1), then either min hr(:1)=max hr(:1)
or min hr(:2)=max hr(:2).
3. REGULAR DIRECT SYSTEMS
By a regular direct system we mean a direct system
A : A1  A2  } } }
consisting of digraph algebras and regular homomorphisms Ak  Ak+1.
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Associated with this system are the abelian groups
K0(A)= K0(Ak) and Hn(A)= Hn(Ak),
for n0, which are obtained from the induced direct systems of K0 groups
and homology groups. Furthermore these groups are invariants for the
most natural form of isomorphism of regular direct systems.
Definition 3.1. The regular direct systems A=[Ak] and A$=[A$k]
are regularly isomorphic if there exists a commuting diagram, of regular
homomorphisms, of the form
An1 An2 An3 } } }
A$m1 A$m2 A$m3 } } } .
In this case the commuting diagram induces natural isomorphisms
K0(A)  K0(A$), Hn(A)  Hn(A$), showing that these groups are indeed
invariants for regular isomorphism. Other invariants are the scale of
K0(A), which is the union of the images of the scales 70(Ak) of K0(Ak),
and the scale of Hn(A), denoted 7n(A), for n1 which can also be viewed
as a unionsee Section 5. In later sections we shall introduce further
invariants.
It is a natural problem to classify classes of regular direct systems in
terms of such invariants, particularly in the case of regular direct systems
of G-algebras that satisfy a uniqueness lemma analogous to Lemma 2.3. We
do this for 4-cycle algebras using the scaled groups K0(A), H1(A) and
associated invariants.
Consider two regular direct systems with algebraic direct limit algebras
A and A$ respectively. It can happen that A and A$ are isomorphic by an
isometric, star-extendible isomorphism : : A  A$ but : is not induced by
any regular isomorphism between the given systems for A and A$.
This curious phenomenon stems from the fact that (non trivial) com-
positions of irregular embeddings may be regularsee [DoP]. Thus, in
contrast to the self-adjoint case, some considerable care must be taken in
relating the regular classification of regular direct systems to the classifica-
tion of the limits of these systems.
Nevertheless one can associate with a regular direct system A a pair
(A, C ) where A is the algebraic direct limit and C is a regular maximal
abelian self-adjoint subalgebra of A, determined up to approximately inner
automorphisms of A. The regular classification of regular direct systems
then coincides with the classification of the pairs (A, C ) associated with
each system.
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Definition 3.2. Let C1  C2  be a subsystem of A where for each k,
Ck is a maximal abelian self-adjoint subalgebra in Ak and the given map
Ak  Ak+1 maps the normaliser of Ck into the normaliser of Ck+1. Then
the subsystem is called a regular subsystem of masas and the masas
C=alg lim Ck in A=alg lim Ak and C= Ck in A= Ak
are called regular canonical masas.
Proposition 3.3. Let C1  C2  } } } and C$1  C$2  be regular sub-
systems of masas in the regular system A with limits C=alg lim Ck , C$=
alg lim C$k , C= Ck and C$= Ck $. Then there are star-extendible
approximately inner automorphisms : : A  A and ; : A  A with :(C )=C$,
;(C)=C$ and :=; |A .
Proof. It will be enough to show that if u1 is a unitary element of
A1 & A1* with u1C1u1*=C$1, then there is a unitary element u2 of A2 & A2*
such that u2C2u2*=C$2 and u2au2*=u1 au1* for all a # A1 . For then iteration
gives a sequence of unitaries un and an approximately inner automorphism
:=limk Ad uk with the desired property and the rest is routine.
We may also restrict attention to the case C*(A1)=Mn and C*(A2)=Mm
since the general case can be reduced to a direct sum of such embeddings.
Furthermore, the case for a nonunital embedding A1  A2 follows easily
from the unital case.
Accordingly, let [ei, j] be a complete matrix unit system for C*(A1)=Mn
which is compatible with A1 and C1 . Let [e$i, j] be the inner equivalent
system compatible with C$1 given by e$i, j=u1ei, j u1*. Let C 2 be the masa
u1 C2u1*. Then we may choose a partial isometry x in e$1, 1C*(C 2$ , C2$ ) e$1, 1
so that
xe$1, 1C 2e$1, 1 x*=C$2e$1, 1 .
Let v=e$1, 1xe$1, 1+e$2, 1xe$1, 2+ } } } +e$n, 1 xe$1, n . Then v is in the commutant
of C*(A1). In view of the regularity hypotheses in the statement of proposi-
tion, each e$i, j normalises the masa C$2 and the masa C 2 . It follows that v
belongs to C*(C 2 , C$2) and in particular to the algebra A2 . The unitary
u2=vu1 has the desired properties and so the proof is complete. K
Theorem 3.4. The following conditions are equivalent for two regular
direct systems A, A$ with associated pairs (A, C ), (A, C) and (A$, C$),
(A$, C$) respectively.
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1. A and A$ are regularly isomorphic,
2. there is a star-extendible isomorphism : : A  A$ with :(C )=C$,
and
3. there is a star-extendible isomorphism ; : A  A$ with ;(C)=C$.
Proof. (1) O (2). Let # : A  A$ be the regular isomorphism associated
with the commuting diagram of Definition 3.2. Then #(C ) is a regular masa
for A$ with system C k=:(C ) & A$k for k=1, 2, ... . By the last proposition,
there is an automorphism ; of A with ;(C k)=C$k for all k and so we may
take :=; b #.
(2) O (3). is elementary.
(3) O (1). See Chapter 7 of [P3] or [DP], [DoH]. K
At the moment we do not know if the equivalent conditions above are
equivalent to A and A$ being star-extendibly isomorphic. This would
follow if it were known that all regular canonical masas of A were con-
jugate by a star-extendible automorphism of A. In contrast to the self-
adjoint context, we have shown that such masas need not be conjugate by
approximately inner automorphism [DoP].
4. K0 INVARIANTS
We now discuss the scaled K0 group invariant of rigid embedding 4-cycle
systems and classify the self-adjoint subalgebras of the associated limit
algebras. The emphasis here is on obtaining explicit realisations of the
invariants and their isomorphisms. As an intermediate step we classify the
AF C*-algebras of the form D= (Mnk Mmk , :k) with embeddings :k
that are symmetric in the sense that
K0:k=_akbk
bk
ak& .
It will be convenient to call these algebras symmetric AF C*-algebras. In
the special case of unital maps :k and dimensional symmetry nk=mk for
k=1 (and hence all k) these algebras were classified by Fack and Marechal
[FM]. The proof given below is self-contained.
First, we identify the scaled K0 group (K0 D, 70D) of a symmetric AF
C*-algebra in terms of the given data (nk), (mk), (ak), (bk). We may
assume that nkmk for all k.
With Dk=MnkMmk we have (K0 Dk , 70Dk)=(Z
2, [0, nk]_[0, mk]).
Let pk = ak + bk , qk = ak & bk , Xk = K0:k . Assume, without loss of
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generality, that qk0 for all k. This condition can be arranged by
replacing the given system [Mnk Mmk , :k] with a subsystem.
We also assume that qk>0 for all k. This excludes certain degenerate
cases which we deal with separately in Section 4.4. Let Pk=p1 p2 } } } pk and
Qk=q1 } } } qk .
Elementary calculations show that
XnXn&1 } } } X1=
1
2 _
Pn+Qn
Pn&Qn
Pn&Qn
Pn+Qn&
and
(XnXn&1 } } } X1)&1=
1
2PnQn _
Pn+Qn
&(Pn&Qn)
&(Pn&Qn)
Pn+Qn & .
The explicit nature of the inverse matrix Bn=(Xn Xn&1 } } } X1)&1 and the
following commuting diagram enables us to identify K0D with a subgroup
of Q2:
%$
[ 11 1&1]
Id
Id
Z2
X1 Z2
X2 Z2
X3 } } } K0D
Id B1 B2
Q2
Id
Q2
Id
Q2 } } } Q2 (4.1)
[11 1&1] [ 11 1&1] [ 11 1&1]
Q2
Id
Q2
Id
Q2 } } } Q2
Let % be the map 12[
1
1
1
&1] b %$. We have
_11
1
&1& Bn=_
P&1n
Q&1n
P&1n
&Q&1n &
and so the generators e(n)1 =(1, 0), e
(n)
2 =(0, 1) of Z
2=K0 Dn+1, viewed as
elements of K0 D, are mapped by % to
gn=( 12 P
&1
n ,
1
2 Q
&1
n ), hn=(
1
2P
&1
n , &
1
2Q
&1
n ).
Let p and q be the generalised integers p1 p2 } } } and q1q2 } } } and let
:=>k=1 pkqk (possibly :=).
Note that if 2 | p, then 2 | q. Also, if 2 |% p, then we may assume, by
deleting an initial part of the given direct system, that 2 |% p and hence 2 |% q.
In the latter situation, we say that p and q are odd.
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The generators (1, 0), (0, 1) of K0D1 are mapped by % to g0=(12, 12)
and h0=(12, &12), respectively. Thus, %(K0 D) is the subgroup of Q2
generated by [gn]n=0 , [hn]

n=0 and the positive cone of K0D is identified,
under %, with the semigroup in %(K0 D) generated by these elements.
Lemma 4.1. The group homomorphism % identifies (K0D, (K0D)+) with
(G, C ) where G is the subgroup of Q2 generated by Zp Zq and (12, 12)
and C is either
[(x, y) # G | (x, y)=(0, 0) or x>0, | y|<:x]
or (if hk should vanish for large k) the set given by replacing ‘‘| y|<:x’’ with
‘‘| y|:x’’.
Note that the point (12, 12) can be omitted when p and q are not odd.
Proof. The set %(K0D) contains the elements
(gn+hn)=(P&1n , 0), (gn&hn)=(0, Q
&1
n ),
for n=1, 2, ... and so contains the subgroup ZpZq . Also, g0=(12, 12)
and so, in both cases, %(K0D) contains the specified groups.
For the reverse inclusions, observe that the equations
\ 12Pn ,
1
2Qn+=\
A
2Pn
,
B
2Qn++\
1
2
,
1
2+ .
have solutions for integers A and B. This shows that the generator gn belongs
to the group G for n=1, 2, ... . Similarly, hn # G for n=1, 2, ... . Finally,
g0 belongs to G and so too does h0 since (12, &12)=(1, 0)&(12, 12).
It is straightforward to show that C has the required form, as C is the
set of sums of positive multiplies of gn and hn . K
4.1 The Scale
Consider now the image of the scale 70D of K0D. In the unital case, where
we can assume that :k is unital for all k, this is simply the interval [0, u]
in G(p, q, :) determined by the order unit u=%(n1 , m1)=((n1+m1)2,
(n1&m1)2). (When :=+ this interval is an infinite strip.)
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In the nonunital case, the image is the union of increasing sets, namely
70D=
1
2
.

k=1 _
1
1
1
&1& Bk(70Dk+1)
=
1
2
.

k=1 _
1
1
1
&1& Bk([0, nk+1]_[0, mk+1])
=
1
2
.

k=1 _
P&1k
0
0
Q&1k &_
1
1
1
&1& ([0, nk+1]_[0, mk+1]).
Furthermore, the infinite union does not coincide with any finite union.
The image of the scale is therefore equal to the union of the order intervals
[0, uk] in G(p, q, :)+ determined by the points
uk=(uk, 1 , uk, 2)=\nk+1+mk+12Pk ,
nk+1&mk+1
2Qk +
for k1.
Suppose first that :<. If u, 1=limk uk, 1 is finite, then u, 2=
limk uk, 2 is necessarily finite. The cone in this case is the order interval
[0, u) where u=(u, 1 , u, 2). If, on the other hand, u, 1 is infinite,
then either the scale corresponds to the entire positive cone, or to a strip
of points (x, y) in G(p, q, :)+ lying strictly above a line y=&v+:x for
some v>0. The strip case occurs if v=limk mkPk&1 is finite, while
limk (nk+mk)2Pk&1 is infinite.
To see that this possibility can occur, note that if mk+1=akmk+bknk
for each k, then
mk+1
Pk
=
mk
Pk&1 \
ak
pk
+
bk
pk
nk
mk+ .
Thus, by successive choice of ak , bk so that bknk( pk mk) is sufficiently
small and akpk is sufficiently close to one, we can arrange that mk+1 P&1k
converts to a finite limit. This leaves freedom enough to choose each nk+1
after choices of ak and bk so that the sequence (nk+1+mk+1)Pk is
unbounded.
If :=, then the scale (in the nonunital case) is either the whole
positive cone of G(p, q, :) or is a strip [0, (v, 0)) for some v # R, v>0,
where v=limk (nk+mk)2Pk&1.
4.2. Symmetries of K0
The K0 group K0 D of a symmetric AF C*-algebra D supports a natural
symmetry % : K0 D  K0D which is simply the limit of the symmetries of
K0Dk which interchanges the generators of Z+Z+. If (K0D)+ is realised
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as a proper cone, then this symmetry is the unique (order preserving) sym-
metry which is realised by reflection in the x-axis of G(p, q, :). Accordingly,
K0-isomorphisms are automatically symmetry preserving in this case. In
the nonunital case with improper cone (:=), there may be other sym-
metries of G(p, q, :) which preserve the cone; for example, (x, y) [
(x, y+ax) for various rational numbers a.
In later considerations of 4-cycle systems, we seek to lift a given
isomorphism K0D  K0D$ (where D, D$ arise from the self-adjoint sub-
algebras of a system of 4-cycle algebras, for example) to a regular
isomorphism of the form (after relabelling)
’1 ’2 ’3
D1 ww
:1 D2 ww
:2 D3 ww
:3 } } } D
‘1 ‘2
} } } ’
D$1 ww
:$
1 D$2 ww
:$
2 D$3 ww
:$
3 } } } D$,
where each ’k and ‘k is also a symmetric embedding. To guarantee this we
shall require that the given isomorphism preserve the natural symmetries of
K0D and K0 D$ arising from their given presentation as limit groups. In
fact, it is an elementary exercise to see that this requirement suffices for the
existence of a symmetric regular isomorphism. (Compare Section 11.20 of
[P3].) In the unital case, or the proper cone case, this symmetry preserva-
tion is automatic but in general we require symmetry preservation as a
hypothesis and view the natural symmetry as an additional invariant for
symmetric regular isomorphism.
4.3. Induced K0 Group Isomorphism
Let Dk = Mnk  Mmk , D$k = Mn$k  Mn$k and let :k : Dk  Dk+1 and
:$k : D$k  D$k+1 be symmetric embeddings. Let ’ : D  D$ be a C*-algebra
isomorphism between the symmetric C*-algebras D= (Dk , :k) and
D$= (D$k , :$k) which is induced by a regular isomorphism which is sym-
metric in the sense of the previous section. Thus, by re-indexing, we assume
that ’ arises from a commuting diagram,
’1 ’2 ’3
D1 ww
:1 D2 ww
:2 D3 ww
:3 } } } D
‘1 ‘2
} } } ’ (4.2)
D$1 ww
:$
1 D$2 ww
:$
2 D$3 ww
:$
3 } } } D$,
where the connecting maps, the ’i and ‘i , are symmetric. We now identify
the induced scaled K0-group isomorphism
X : (G(p, q, :), 7)  (G(p$, q$, :$), 7$)
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arising from ’ and the scaled K0-group identifications given above. The
relationship between the diagram and the map X (realised as a diagonal
2_2 matrix with rational entries) will suggest how the reverse process
is effectedthat of lifting a given isomorphism X between the scaled
K0-groups to a C*-algebra isomorphism ’. This relationship is particularly
important later, when we must simultaneously lift scaled isomorphisms
K0A  K0 A$ and H1A  H1A$ to a single star-extendible isomorphism.
Consider the following commuting diagram induced by the diagram (4.2)
and the diagram (4.1) for K0D and K0 D$:
K0’1
Q2 wwId Q2 wwId Q2 ww } } } Q2 G(p, q, :)

Z2 ww
K0:1 Z2 ww
K0:2 Z2 ww } } } K0D
K0’ (4.3)
Z2 ww
K
0
:$
1 Z2 ww
K
0
:$
2 Z2 ww } } } K0D$
,
Q2 wwId Q2 wwId Q2 ww } } } Q2 G(p$, q$, :$).
Hence, if we regard G(p, q, :) and G(p$, q$, :$) as subgroups of Q2, then
on ,(Z2), K0 ’ agrees with , b K0’1 b &1. Since ,(Z2) contains (12, 12)
and (12, &12), it follows that both maps have the same linear extension
to Q2, i.e., are equal as 2_2 matricies. We have
=
1
2 _
1
1
1
&1& , ,=
1
2 _
1
1
1
&1&_
a$1
b$1
b$1
a$1&
&1
, K0’1=_xy
y
x& ,
for some nonnegative integers x, y, and so K0’ is implemented by
1
2 _
1
1
1
&1& b _
a$1
b$1
b$1
a$1&
&1
b _xy
y
x& b \
1
2 _
1
1
1
&1&+
&1
=_pp$10
0
qq$1& , (4.4)
where p=x+y, q=x&y, p$1=a$1+b$1, and q$1=a$1&b$1. In particular, the
rational entries of (4.4) define isomorphisms pp$1 : Zp  Zp$, qq$1 : Zq  Zq$
and so
pp$=p$1 p, qq$=q$1 q.
Also, since X is an ordered group isomorphism,
p$1
p
q
q$1
‘

k=1
pk
qk
= ‘

k=1
p$k
q$k
.
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In the unital case, the fact that K0’ respects scales implies
p(n1+m1)=p$1(n$1+m$1), q(n1&m1)=q$1(n$1&m$1).
In the non-unital case, we have several possibilities arising from the discus-
sion in Section 4.1:
(I) The infinite product defining : is infinite, in which case :$=
also, and the scale for G(p, q, :) (resp. G(p$, q$, :$)) is a strip [0, (v, 0))
(resp. [0, (v$, 0))). We include here the degenerate case v=v$= to
indicate that each scale is the entire positive cone. For these possibilities,
we have
p
p$1
lim
k
nk+1+mk+1
2pk
=lim
k
n$k+1+m$k+1
2p$k
. (4.5)
(II) If : is finite, and the scale of G(p, q, :) is the finite order interval
[0, u) with u # R2, then equation 4.5 holds and
q
q$1
lim
k
nk+1&mk+1
2qk
=lim
k
n$k+1&m$k+1
2q$k
, (4.6)
where all four limits in the two equations are finite.
(III) Finally, if : is finite and the scale of G(p, q, :) is the strip deter-
mined by v=limk mk+1 Pk , then the scale of G(p$, q$, :$) is also a strip,
which is determined by v$=limk m$k+1 P$k and so
p
p$1
lim
k
mk+1
Pk
=lim
k
m$k+1
P$k
(4.7)
This completes our observations of how the induced scaled group
isomorphism is effected, given the diagram (4.2). We summarise these
results in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let D and D$ be symmetric AF C*-algebras with direct
systems [Dk , :k] and [D$k , :$k], as above, and with scaled K0-groups
(G(p, q, :), 7) and (G(p$, q$, :$), 7$) respectively (with q and q${0), such
that either p, q are both odd or both divisible by 2 and similarly for p$, q$.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. The systems [Dk , :k] and [D$k , :$k] are symmetrically isomorphic,
2. (G(p, q, :), 7) and (G(p$, q$, :$), 7$) are isomorphic scaled ordered
abelian groups with canonical symmetry,
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3. There exist integers P, P$ and Q, Q$ such that
Pp$=P$p, Qq$=Q$q,
P$Q
PQ$
:=:$
and one of the following four conditions holds, according to whether D and
D$ are unital or the scales have the forms (I), (II), or (III) above:
(a) P(n1+m1)=P$(n$1+m$1) and Q(n1&m1)=Q$(n$1&m$1),
(b) (PP$) limk (nk+1+mk+1)2Pk=limk (n$k+1+m$k+1)2P$k ,
(c) Condition (b) and
(QQ$) limk (nk+1&mk+1)2Qk=limk (n$k+1&m$k+1)2Q$k ,
(d) (PP$) limk (mk+1 Pk)=limk (m$k+1 P$k).
4.4. The Case q=0
Consider D= (Mnk Mmk , :k) with symmetric embeddings :k , k=1,
2, ..., for which
K0:k=_akbk
bk
ak& .
We assume that qk=ak&bk is zero for infinitely many k. Composing
maps, we may assume that qk=0 for all k, and so these limits are the
matroid C*-algebras and their classification is well understood [Di]. For
completeness, we indicate the details of this and introduce notation
coherent with previous cases.
With Xk=K0 :k we have the commuting diagram
X1 X2 X3
[1 1]
Id Id Id
Z2 Z2 Z2 } } } K0D
Y1 Y2 %
Q Q Q } } } Q,
where
Yk=
1
p1 p2 } } } pk
[1 1].
The range of % is the subgroup G(p)=[l( p1 } } } pk) | l # Z and k>0]Q.
Furthermore, % is injective, %((K0D)+)=G(p) & Q+ , and %(70 D) is the
union of the intervals [0, (mk+nk)( p1 } } } pk&1)] for k=2, 3, ... . In this
way, we obtain a natural identification % : (K0D, 70 D)  (G(p), 7). For
notational unity, we also write (G(p, 0, ), 7) for (G(p), 7). Note that 2
divides the generalised integer p=p1 p2 } } } .
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Suppose now that D and D$ are two such matroid algebras and
’ : D  D$ is a C*-algebra isomorphism, as in the previous section. With
the identifications (K0D, 70D)=(G(p), 7) and (K0D$, 70D$)=(G(p$), 7$)
as above, it follows that the induced isomorphism
(G(p), 7)  (G(p$), 7$)
is given by g [ (gp)p$1 where p=x+y comes from the matrix for K0 ’1
and p$1=a$1+b$1 comes from K0:$1 as in diagram (4.3).
Conversely, we have the following degenerate version of Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.3 (Dixmier). With D, D$ as above, the following are
equivalent:
1. D and D$ are isomorphic matroid C*-algebras,
2. (G(p), 0, ), 7) and (G(p$), 0, ), 7$) are isomorphic scaled ordered
abelian groups, and
3. There exist integers P, P$ such that Pp$=P$p and P7=P$7$.
Proof. As in Theorem 4.2. K
4.5. The K0 Invariants of a Rigid 4-Cycle System
Let A=[Ak , :k] be a direct system of 4-cycle digraph algebras, with
rigid embeddings. Then the scaled ordered K0-group (K0A, 70A) can be
defined as (K0 A, 70A)= ((K0Ak , 70Ak), K0:k), where A is the
algebraic direct limit of the system. We have
K0:k=_
ak
bk
0
0
bk
ak
0
0
0
0
ck
dk
0
0
dk
ck&
for all k. By taking compositions, we can replace A by a subsystem with
akbk and ckdk for all k and so, without loss of generality, we assume
this. Let pk=ak+bk , qk=ak&bk , rk=ck&dk . By the previous identifica-
tions, we have the natural identification
K0A=G(p, q, :)G(p, r, ;),
where p, q, : are as before, r is the generalised integer r1r2 } } } and
;=>k=1 pkrk.
We make the following further assumption on the system A (one that is
compatible with those already made), namely Ak & Ak*=Mnk\ Mmk\ Mnk_
Mmk_ where n
\
k m
\
k and n
_
km
_
k for all k. The summands labelled by \
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correspond to vertices which are the receiving (or range) vertices of the
edges of the reduced digraph of Ak , whilst the summands labelled by _
correspond to the source vertices. The scaled ordered K0-group of A
admits an associated ordered decomposition
K0A=K0 A \ K0A_
and this decomposition is respected by any K0 isomorphism that is induced
by a regular isomorphism of direct systems. Furthermore, the decomposi-
tion is easily identified intrinsically in algebraic terms.
Indeed, for the interesting algebras, the centre of A & A* is spanned by
two projection P \ and P_(=1&P \) where P \ is the projection for which
AP \ is selfadjoint or, equivalently, P_AP \ is zero.
Accordingly, we define the scaled K0 invariant for the system A to be the
ordered K0-group, with its \, _ ordered decomposition and its scale:
(K0A \K0 A_, 70A \70A_).
From the previous subsections, we can identify this invariant with
(G(p, q, :)G(p, r, ;), 7 \7_),
where 7 \ is the scale in G(p, q, :) determined by n \k , m
\
k , k=1, 2, ..., and 7
_
is the scale in G(p, r, ;) determined by n_k, m
_
k, k=1, 2, ... .
5. HOMOLOGY INVARIANTS I
Let A=[Ak , :k] be a direct system of 4-cycle digraph algebras with
rigid embeddings. As before, we assume
Ak & Ak*=Mnk\ Mmk\ Mnk_ Mmk_ ,
where n \k m
\
k and n
_
km
_
k, and
Ak=_
Mnk\
0
0
0
0
Mnk\
0
0
Mnk\ , nk_
Mmk\ , nk_
Mnk_
0
Mmk\ , nk_
Mmk\ , nk_
0
Mmk_
& .
Since the reduced graph Gr of the digraph for Ak is a 4-cycle, the group
H1(Ak) is isomorphic to Z. To be definite about this isomorphism (there
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are two choices) we could identify 1 in Z with a specific element of
H1(2(Gr)), say the element determined by the cycle
(1, 3) +(1, 4)+(2, 4) +(2, 3) .
Here (i, j) indicates an oriented 1-simplex in the simplicial complex 2(Gr)
for the natural labelling. In the sequel we will not need to be so specific,
except in Section 11. It is enough to realise that some arbitrariness is
available when identifying the groups H1(Ak) with specific groups, and
such choices affect, simultaneously, the sign of H1, as a realised map from
Z to Z and the sign bias of the homology range.
A multiplicity one rigid embedding :, from A1 to A2 , is of type %1 , %2 ,
%3 or %4 , depending on whether K0: has one of the forms:
_
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1& , _
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0& , _
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0& , _
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1& .
It follows that if :1 has multiplicity signature (a1 , a2 , a3 , a4) then, under
the natural identifications H1:1 is identified with [$1] where $1=a1&a2+
a3&a4 . Thus the homology group H1(A), defined in Section 3, is identified
with the limit group Z$= (Z, [$k]), where $ denotes the generalised
integer |$1 | |$2 | } } } . If A$ is another such system, then its homology group
H1(A$)=Z$$ is isomorphic to Z$ if A$ is regularly isomorphic to A.
There is a related homology invariant that we shall need, namely the
homology scale. For a general digraph algebra, this could be defined as the
set 71AH1 A determined by 1-cycles which have the form nk=1 (ik , jk)
where the (ik , jk) are distinct (unoriented) 1-simplexes of the simplicial
complex 2(G(A)) such that each vertex ik , jk appears in at most two 1 sim-
plexes. The homology scale is symmetric in the sense that 71A=&71A.
Hence, if A is a 4-cycle algebra, then 71A is identified with the interval
[&t, t]Z where t is the size of the smallest matrix summand of A & A*.
There are other ways of defining the scale for 71 A (in an intrinsic way).
Perhaps the most natural way, in the case of 4-cycle algebras, is to consider
the elements of H1 A determined by essential 4-cycles of partial isometries.
We return to this point in Section 11.
Definition 5.1. Let V=[Bk , ;k] be a regular system of digraph
algebras. The homology scale 71V is defined to be the subset of the homol-
ogy group H1V= (H1 Bk , H1 ;k) determined by the union of the images
of the sets 71 BkH1Bk .
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In particular, for the rigid 4-cycle system A=[Ak , :k] we have the com-
muting diagram,
Id
(H1A1 , 71A1) ww
H1:1 (H1A1 , 71A2) ww } } } (H1A, 71 A)
(Z, [&t1 , t1]) ww
[$1] (Z, [&t2 , t2]) } } } (H1A, 71A)
1 $ 1
&1
(Q, I1) (Q, I2) } } } (Q, I),
where
Ik+1=_ &tk+1|$1 } } } $k | ,
tk+1
|$1 } } } $k |& , I= .

k=0
Ik+1.
Hence (H1 A, 71 A) is naturally identified with its image, (Z$ , 71) where
71=Z$ & I.
Suppose now that ’ : A  A$ is a regular isomorphism of rigid 4-cycle
systems which is implemented by the commuting diagram
:1 :2 :3
’1
‘1
’2
‘2
’3
:$
2
:$
3
A1 A2 A3 } } }
(5.1)
A$1 ww
:$
1 A$2 A$3 A$4 ww } } } .
Then, under the identification (H1 A, 71 A)=(Z$ , 71), (H1A$, 71 A$)=
(Z$$ , 7$1) given by the above scheme, the induced isomorphism H1’
corresponds to multiplication by the rational u where u=$$$1 and
H1 ’1=[$], H1:$1=[$$1]. Thus
|$| $$=|$$| $ and |$| 71=|$$| 7$1.
Furthermore, if a scaled group isomorphism #1 : H1 A  H1A$ is given,
then the realisation of #1 provides a rational u=22$1 satisfying the
analogous equations with 2, 2$1 in place of $, $$1. In this case, of course, 2
and 2$1 are only given up to a common factor. In the degenerate full scale
case, where 71=H1 A and 7$1=H1 A$, the condition |2| 71=|2$| 7$1 is
vacuous.
Note that, for the unital system [A(D4)Mnk , :k], we have tk+1=
n1 p1 } } } pk , so that I=(&{, {) (or [&{, {] in the extremal case) where
{=n1 lim
k
p1 } } } pk
|$1 } } } $k|
.
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Definition 5.2. The K0H1 invariant of the rigid 4-cycle system A is
defined to be the abelian group K0H1(A)=K0 A\K0 A_H1A, where
the K0-groups are scaled ordered abelian groups and H1 A is the symmetri-
cally scaled first homology group.
As we show in Section 9, this K0H1 invariant is is not a complete regular
isomorphism invariant in general, although it is a complete invariant for
many subclasses. That is, there are rigid 4-cycle systems A, A$ with a scaled
group isomorphism
#\#_ #1 : K0H1(A)  K0 H1(A$)
but A and A$ are, nevertheless, not regularly isomorphic.
6. LIFTING K0H1 ISOMORPHISMS
Let A, A$ be rigid 4-cycle systems and let ’ : A  A$ be a regular
isomorphism. This isomorphism has a unique extension ’~ : A  A $ where
A is the natural self-adjoint system containing A. That is, ’ respects the
given inclusions i : A  A and i $ : A$  A $. We have observed how the
regular isomorphism ’ provides a group isomorphism K0’H1 ’ which
respects the K0 and H1 scales and the \, _ decomposition of the K0 group
and, moreover, the natural symmetries of K0 ’ as an ordered group.
We now consider the converse, the process of lifting, if possible, a given
isomorphism
#=(#\#_)#1 : K0AH1 A  K0A$H1A$
to a regular isomorphism ’. We assume here that #\ and #_ respect the
natural symmetries and the natural inclusions. That is, #\ and #_ respect the
symmetries of Section 4.2 and there exists an isomorphism #~ : K0A  K0 A $,
necessarily unique, satisfying the commuting square condition:
K0A ww
#\ #_ K0A$
K0 i K0 i $
K0A ww
#~ K0A $.
These two conditions guarantee that the restriction #k0=#0 |K0Ak is a map of
rigid type, when regarded as a map
#k0 : K0Ak  K0Aj$
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for sufficiently large j. To see this, observe that repecting the symmetries
implies that #k0 has the form
_ab
b
a&_
x
y
y
x&
and the existence of #~ implies that a+b=x+y. Hence #k0 admits at least
one rigid lifting. The requirement that
#k0 #
k
1 : K0Ak H1 Ak  K0 Aj$H1 Aj$
has a rigid lifting (for some possibly larger j ) now reduces to the condition
#k1 # hr(#
k
0).
Proposition 6.1. The isomorphism # lifts to a regular isomorphism
between A and A$ if and only if, for all k,
#k1 # hr(#
k
0) and !
k
1 # hr(!
k
0),
where !1=#&11 and !0=#
&1
0 .
Proof. Necessity is clear so we prove sufficiency. Choose i, j large
enough so that we have the following commuting triangles for the restric-
tions #10 , !
i
0, #
1
1, and !
i
1:
#0
1
!i0
#1
1
!i1
K0A1 ww K0Aj H1A1 ww H1 Aj
and
K0 Ai$ H1Ai$
From #k1 # hr(#
k
0), it follows that there is a rigid embedding . : A1  Ai$ with
K0.=#10 and H1.=#
1
1. Similarly, there is a rigid embedding  : Ai$  Aj
with K0 =!i0 and H1 =!
i
1. The composition  b . induces the same K0
and H1 maps as the given map A1  Aj and so it follows from Lemma 2.3
that we can replace  by an inner conjugate embedding to arrange the
commuting triangle:
. 
A1 ww Aj
Ai$
Continuing in this way, we obtain the desired regular isomorphism. K
We now give an interpretation of the homology range conditions of the
last proposition in terms of the realisations of the K0 and H1 groups. This
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will enable us to obtain rather quickly the K0H1 classifications in the next
two sections. Furthermore, this interpretation suggests possible obstruc-
tions to lifting (involving sign and congruence) which will be discussed
more fully in Sections 9 and 10.
As in Section 5 we assume that A=[Ak , :k], A$=[A$k , :$k], and that
K0:k , K0:$k have tuples ( pk , qk , rk), ( p$k , q$k , r$k) respectively. Thus, from
Section 4, we have the realisations
K0A=G(p, q, :)G(p, r, ;),
K0A$=G(p$, q$, :$)G(p$, r$, ;$).
The map #0 then has the form
#0=#\#_=_x0
0
y&_
x
0
0
z& .
Indeed, symmetry preservation ensures that #\ and #_ are realised by
diagonal matrices and preservation of the inclusions A  A and A$  A $
ensures the (1, 1) entries of the two matrices are equal. The tuple (P, Q, R)
for the rigid type restriction #10 : K0A1  K0 Ai$ is thus equal to
(xp$1 } } } p$i&1 , yq$1 } } } q$i&1 , zr$1 } } } r$i&1 ).
Choose generators for H1A1 and H1Ai$ (that is, identify these groups
with Z) so that the realisation of hr(#k1) has upper endpoint at least as large
in absolute value as the lower endpoint, i.e., upper endpoint P&|Q&R|.
In fact, we can further choose generators for H1Ak and H1Aj$ for all
remaining k and j to effect this homology range normalisation for the
restrictions of #0 and #&10 . This choice fixes the realisations of H1:k=[$k],
H1 :$k=[$$k] for some integers $k , $$k as well as the realisation
#1=[u]: Z$  Z$$
for some rational u. Since #11 is realised by [u$$1 } } } $$i&1], the homology
range condition #11 # hr(#
1
0) is equivalent, via Lemma 2.5, to the following
three conditions:
u
$ $1 } } } $ i$
p$1 } } } pi$
x& } y q$1 } } } qi$p$1 } } } pi$&z
r$1 } } } ri$
p$1 } } } pi$ } , (6.1)
u
$ $1 } } } $ i$
p$1 } } } pi$
&x+y
q$1 } } } qi$
p$1 } } } pi$
+z
r$1 } } } ri$
p$1 } } } pi$
, (6.2)
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and
u$ $1 } } } $ i$#xp$1 } } } pi$&| yq$1 } } } qi$&zr$1 } } } ri$| (mod 4). (6.3)
Consider now the given isomorphism #=#0#1 and its companion
isomorphism # =#0&#1 . In the odd case (in which case p, p$, etc. are all
odd), since &#1 is realised by [&u], it follows from the congruence condi-
tion that at most one of # and # is liftable. Independently of congruence
compatibility, it is clear that the two inequalities above need not hold for
both u and &u. In fact we see later, in the so called hr-asymmetric case,
that, for such reasons of sign, at most one of # and # is liftable.
We record the congruence obstacle for future reference.
Proposition 6.2. Let A and A$ be rigid odd systems of 4-cycle algebra
and let #0#1 be an isomorphism of their K0 H1 invariants. Then ( for
reasons of congruence compatibility) at most one of the isomorphisms #0#1
and #0&#1 lifts to a regular isomorphism of A and A$.
Furthermore, in Section 9 we give a pair of systems where the con-
gruence obstacle prevents lifting one of # and # while the sign obstacle
prevents lifting the other. Thus, there are 4-cycle systems which are not
regularly isomorphic but nevertheless have scaled K0H1 -groups admitting
an isomorphism # that satisfies the conditions at the beginning of this sec-
tion up to (but excluding, of course) the homology range condition.
7. UNITAL EVEN SYSTEMS
7.1. Extreme Systems
We say that a rigid system of 4-cycle algebras, A=[Ak , :k], is of
extreme type if, for all sufficiently large k, and with our usual homology
range normalisation,
max hr(:k+1 b :k)=max hr(:k+1) max hr(:k).
In particular, only the K0 data of a system is needed to determine if it is
of extreme type. We ignore the dual condition in terms of min hr since, due
to our homology range normalisation and Lemma 2.7, it implies the above
condition.
It follows from Lemma 2.6 that a system is of extreme type if and only
if, for all large k, the embedding :k involves at most two of the four types
of multiplicity one summand.
By deleting an initial segment, we may suppose the equality above holds
for all k. If, as usual, K0A=G(p, q, :)G(p, r, ;), we can conclude by
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Lemma 2.6 that either q=p and :=1, or r=p and ;=1, or the qi=ri for
all i and :=;. Conversely, if one of these three conditions holds, then A
is of extreme type.
With the usual notation for a general rigid 4-cycle system A we have
q1 } } } qk+r1 } } } rk&p1 } } } pk|$1 } } } $k|p1 } } } pk&|q1 } } } qk&r1 } } } rk|.
This follows from Lemma 2.5 if we note that the composition :k b } } } b :1
has associated tuple ( pk } } } p1 , qk } } } q1 , rk } } } r1). Dividing by p1 } } } pk and
taking the limit as k  , we have
1
:
+
1
;
&1
1
}
1& } 1:&
1
; } ,
where } is the infinite product
}= ‘

k=1
pk
|$k |
which we call the coupling product for A.
Definition 7.1. A rigid 4-cycle system A is said to be homologically
extreme if there is some k so that for all i, j with jik, we have
H1(:j b } } } b :i)=max hr(:j b } } } b :i),
or equivalently if, after deleting some initial segment of the system, we have
1
}
=1& }1:&
1
; } .
Note that if A is homologically extreme, then it follows that A is of
extreme type. There are systems of extreme type that are not homologically
extreme; for example, A=[Ak , :k] where K0(:k) has tuple ( pk , 0, 0) and
|H1(:k)|<pk. However, this statement does hold for the other two families
of systems of extreme type, i.e., if a system of extreme type satisfies either
q=p and :=1, or r=p and ;=1, then it is homologically extreme.
7.2. Classification of Unital Even Non-extreme Systems
We begin with the even case, as here the congruence condition of
Lemma 2.5, i.e., Eq. (6.3), is trivially satisfied, which simplifies the analysis.
Theorem 7.2. Let A, A$ be unital even rigid systems of 4-cycle algebras
which are not homologically extreme. Then A and A$ are regularly
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isomorphic if and only if their scaled K0H1 groups are isomorphic by an
isomorphism #0#1 where #0 is extendible and symmetry preserving.
Proof. We first treat the equidimensional case, that is, A1=
A(D4)Mr , A$1=A(D4)Ms , for some integers r and s which, without
loss of generality, we may take to be 1. In this case, certain simplifications
are possible. In particular, the scale 71A of H1 A is realised as the interval
(&}, }) where
}= ‘

k=1
pk
|$k |
.
Thus the scales of H1A and K0 A are related, in view of our hypothesis, by
the strict inequalities
1
:
+
1
;
&1<
1
}
<1& } 1:&
1
; } . (7.1)
Equidimensionality of A1 and A$1, together with the assumption of unital
maps, implies that #0 and #1 have realisations
#0=#\#_=_10
0
y&_
1
0
0
z& #1=[u]
with y, z positive rationals and u is a (possibly negative) rational. Since #0
and #1 preserve the scales, it follows that
y:=:$, z;=;$, and |u| }=}$.
Applying these equations to (7.1), we have
y
:$
+
z
;$
&1<
|u|
}$
<1& } y:$&
z
;$ } . (7.2)
Replace #1 by &#1 , if necessary, so that u is positive.
Since the inequalities of (7.2) are strict, it follows that (6.1) and (6.2)
hold for some large enough i. Since A and A$ are even, by increasing i we
can arrange that the congruence condition (6.3) holds.
Hence, considered as maps into H1(Ai) and K0(Ai), the realisation #11
belongs to the homology range of #10 . Similarly #
k
1 # hr(#
k
0) for all k. Noting
that #&11 is realised by [u
&1] we have !k1 # hr(!
k
0) for !0=#
&1
0 and !1=#
&1
1 .
Proposition 6.1 now completes the proof for this case.
In the non-equidimensional case, the 4-cycle algebra Ak has square
diagonal blocks of size
n \k , m
\
k , n
_
k, m
_
k.
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As we have unital maps, it follows that
n\k+1=\ pk+qk2 + n \k +\
pk&qk
2 + m \k ,
m\k+1=\pk&qk2 + n \k +\
pk+qk
2 + m \k .
A short calculation then gives
n \k+1=\ p1 } } } pk+q1 } } } qk2 + n \1 +\
p1 } } } pk&q1 } } } qk
2 + m \1 ,
m\k+1=\ p1 } } } pk&q1 } } } qk2 + n \1 +\
p1 } } } pk+q1 } } } qk
2 + m \1 .
Similarly, we have
n_k+1=\ p1 } } } pk+r1 } } } rk2 + n_1+\
p1 } } } pk&r1 } } } rk
2 + m_1 ,
m_k+1=\ p1 } } } pk&r1 } } } rk2 + n_1+\
p1 } } } pk+r1 } } } rk
2 + m_1 .
The scale 71Ak+1 is realised as [&{k , {k] with {k=min[n \k , m
\
k ,
n_k , m
_
k] and so 71A is realised as (&{, {) in Z$ with { given by
{=lim
k
{k+1
|$1 } } } $k |
.
Also, if
+=min {1+:
&1
2
n \1 +
1&:&1
2
m \1 ,
1&:&1
2
n \1 +
1+:&1
2
m \1 ,
1+;&1
2
n_1+
1&;&1
2
m_1 ,
1&;&1
2
n_1+
1+;&1
2
m_1=
then we have
{=lim
k
p1 } } } pk
|$1 } } } $k|
lim
k
min[n \k+1, m
\
k+1, n
_
k+1, m
_
k+1]
p1 } } } pk
=}+,
where we have used the equations for n \k+1 , ..., m
_
k+1 in terms of n
\
1 , ..., m
_
1
and taken the limit as k  .
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The map #0=#\#_ is implemented by a matrix
_x0
0
y&_
x
0
0
z&
and we have
y
x
:=:$
z
x
;=;$
\x+y2 + n \1 +\
x&y
2 + m \1 =n \$1 \
x+z
2 + n_1+\
x&z
2 + m_1=n_$1
\x&y2 + n \1 +\
x+y
2 + m \1 =m \$1 \
x&z
2 + n_1+\
x+z
2 + m_1=m_$1 ,
where the last four equalities follow from the preservation of the order unit
of K0 .
Using these equations, it is not hard to show that x+=+$, where +$ is the
minimum for the system A$. Then x+=+$ and |u| {={$ give
x}=|u|}$.
As before, we have the strict inequalities (7.1). Multiplying by x and
applying the three equalities relating :, ; and } to their primed equivalents
then gives
y
:$
+
z
;$
&x<
|u|
}$
<x& } y:$&
z
;$ } .
The argument may now be completed as in the equidimensional case. K
8. UNITAL ODD SYMMETRIC SYSTEMS
8.1. Symmetric and Asymmetric Systems
Let A=[Ak , :k] be a rigid 4-cycle system as in the last section. We
assume now that A is an odd system, so, without loss of generality, p has
no even factors and hence $k is nonzero and odd for all k.
Definition 8.1. The system A=[Ak , :k] is said to be hr-symmetric if
for every k there are some i and j with jik so that the homology range
of :j b :j&1 b } } } b :i contains both positive and negative (nonzero) numbers.
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The system A is hr-asymmetric if it is not hr-symmetric, i.e., there is some
k so that for all i and j with jik, the homology range of :j b } } } b :i is
contained in either Z+ or Z&.
It is elementary to verify that hr-symmetry is a regular isomorphism
invariant, since if $=# b ; b : with :, ;, # and $ rigid embeddings and if
hr(;) contains both positive and negative integers, then so does hr($).
Hence hr-asymmetry is also a regular isomorphism invariant.
For each k identify H1Ak with Z so that the homology range of each :k
has the usual positive bias: max hr(:k)|min hr(:k)|.
Proposition 8.2. Let A=[Ak , :k] be a rigid unital system of 4-cycle
algebras which is not homologically extreme and let K0A=G(p, q, :)
G(p, r, ;) be the standard realisation of K0A.
Then A is hr-symmetric if and only if at least one of : or ; is infinity.
Remark. The characterisation of hr-symmetry for systems of extreme
type is easy so we sketch it; we will not need it in the sequel.
For a system A of extreme type with K0 A=G(p, q, :)G(p, r, ;),
we can delete an initial segment of A so that one of the following holds:
1) p=q and :=1, 2) p=r and ;=1, or 3) the qi=ri for all sufficiently
large i and :=;. In the first two cases, the system is hr-asymmetric; in
the third, it is hr-asymmetric unless we have :, ;=, in which case it is
hr-symmetric.
Indeed, the first statement follows immediately from observing that, in
these two cases, the homology range of :j b } } } b :i is a singleton. The last
statement follows from modifying the proof below (the only change is in
the second half, as both : and ; are ).
Proof. (O) First, we prove that :, ;< implies A is hr-asymmetric.
Let = # (0, 12). As :, ;<, we can find k so that for all i and j with
jik, we have
max {‘
j
l=i
pl
ql
, ‘
j
l=i
pl
rl=<(1&=)&1.
Hence
min hr(:j b } } } b :i)= ‘
j
l=i
ql+ ‘
j
l=i
rl& ‘
j
l=i
pl
(1&=) ‘
j
l=i
pl+(1&=) ‘
j
l=i
pl& ‘
j
l=i
pl
=(1&2=) ‘
j
l=i
pl .
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Hence min hr(:j } } } :i)>0 so the homology range of :j } } } :i will be
contained in Z+ .
(o) Assume that := (the case ;= is similar). In light of our nor-
malisation, max hr(:l)0 for all l. Also, max hr(:j b } } } b :i)=0 for all large
j only for homologically extreme systems, which we have excluded. Thus,
given k, it suffices to find i and j with jik so that min hr(:j b } } } b :i)<0,
as we can then increase j to obtain max hr(:j b } } } b :i)>0.
By the exclusion of homologically extreme systems, for every k we can
find some ik so that ri<pi , Next, as :=, we can find ji so that
‘
j
l=i
ql
pl
<
pi&ri
pi
.
Using rlpl and the above inequality, we have
min hr(:j b } } } b :i)= ‘
j
l=i
ql+ ‘
j
l=i
rl&‘
j
l=i
pl
<
pi&ri
pi
‘
j
l=i
pl+
ri
pi
‘
j
l=i
pl& ‘
j
l=i
pl
=\pi&ripi +
ri
pi
&1+ ‘
j
l=i
pl=0. K
Recall that the coupling product } for A is constrained by : and ;. In
the hr-symmetric case, in view of the last proposition, we have
1
:
+
1
;
&1=&\1& } 1:&
1
; }+
and so
&*
1
}
*,
where *=1&:&1 or *=1&;&1.
8.2. Classification of Unital Odd Symmetric Non-extreme Systems
We can now easily obtain the analogue of Theorem 7.2 for odd sym-
metric systems.
Theorem 8.3. Let A and A$ be unital odd hr-symmetric systems of
4-cycle algebras which are not homologically extreme. Then A and A$ are
regularly isomorphic if and only if their scaled K0H1 groups are isomorphic
by an isomorphism #0#1 where #0 is extendible and symmetry preserving.
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Proof. If #0=#\#_ is implemented by
_x0
0
y&_
x
0
0
z& ,
and #1 is implemented by [u] then, as in the proof of Theorem 7.2, we have
y
:$
+
z
;$
&x<
|u|
}$
<x& } y:$&
z
;$ } (8.1)
and, from the hypothesis of hr-symmetry, at least one of :$, ;$ is infinity.
This implies that the above inequalities (8.1) have the form
&*$<
|u|
}$
<*$
for some positive real number *$.
First, we establish the congruence condition (6.3). As A and A$ are odd,
it follows that both
u$$1 } } } $i$ and xp$1 } } } pi$&| yq$1 } } } qi$&zr$1 } } } ri$|
are odd integers mod 4. Thus, replacing u with &u if necessary, we can
arrange that Eq. (6.3) holds. For k>i, ( pi+1 } } } pk , qi+1 } } } qk , ri+1 } } } rk)
and ($i+1 } } } $k) arise from a rigid embedding and so it follows that Eq. (6.3)
still holds if we increase i.
Since we have the (four) strict inequalities
&*$<
\u
}$
<*$,
it follows that for our choice of u, and for sufficiently large i, the
inequalities (6.1) and (6.2) hold.
Thus #11 # hr(#
1
0). Similarly #
k
1 # hr(#
k
0) for all k. As #
&1
1 is implemented by
[u&1], we have !k1 # hr(!
k
0) for !0=#
&1
0 and !1=#
&1
1 . Proposition 6.1
completes the proof. K
9. COUNTEREXAMPLE
We construct a pair of 4-cycle systems which are not regularly
isomorphic, but do possess an isomorphism between their K0H1 invariants.
This isomorphism does not preserve the joint scale (defined in Section 11)
but does preserve the K0 scale and the H1 scale separately.
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First, choose two sequences of odd primes, [$k] and [qk], so that
qk<$k and, with pk=$k+2, so that
qk+1pk pk&1 } } } p1 and ‘
t
i=s
pi
qi
<2 for all s<t.
This is possible since for any c # (0, 1), there are infinitely many pairs of
primes $, q with c$<q<$.
Lemma 9.1. If q1 } } } qt=q$q" where q$p1 } } } ps and q"ps+1 } } } pt ,
then q$=q1 } } } qs and q"=qs+1 } } } qt .
Proof. If k is between s+1 and t, then qk>p1p2 } } } ps>q$ and so qk
divides q". Hence q"=dqs+1 } } } qt for some positive integer d. Since we
have
1
q"
ps+1 } } } pt
=
dqs+1 } } } qt
ps+1 } } } pt
>d
1
2
,
d must be 1. K
For each k, let Ak=A(D4)Mp1 } } } pk . Observe that there are scaled
group homomorphisms #0, k : K0 Ak  K0Ak+1 with tuple ( pk , qk , qk) and
#1, k : H1 Ak  H1 Ak+1 with realisation $k . By Lemma 2.5, this pair of maps
does not lift to a rigid embedding Ak  Ak+1 , because $kpk (mod 4),
even though
min hr(#0, k)=2qk&pk$kpk=max hr(#0, k).
However, for the compositions #0, k+1 b #0, k and #1, k+1 b #1, k , we have
min hr(#0, k+1 b #0, k)$k+1 $kmax hr(#0, k+1 b #0, k)
and
$k+1 $k#pk+1pk (mod 4),
and so by Lemma 2.5 there is a (unital) rigid embedding :k : Ak  Ak+2
with K0:k=#0, k+1 b #0, k and H1:k=#1, k+1 b #1, k .
Thus, we have a pair of unital systems of 4-cycle algebras, A=
[A2k&1 , :2k&1] and A$=[A2k , :2k]. The #0, 1 and the #1, k give inter-
twining diagrams for K0Ak and H1Ak , so clearly the K0H1 groups are
isomorphic.
Theorem 9.2. The systems A and A$ are not regularly isomorphic.
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Proof. Suppose they were. Then there are integers jkl, where j, l
have the same parity and k different parity, and rigid embeddings ;, # so
that we have a commuting diagram
; #
Aj ww Al
Ak
The induced map : : K0Aj  K0Al has tuple ( pj } } } pl&1 , qj } } } ql&1 ,
qj } } } ql&1). As Aj=A(D4)Mp1 } } } pj and Ak=A(D4)Mp1 } } } pk , it follows
that
K0 ; has tuple ( pj } } } pk&1 , q$, r$) and H1;=$$
for some integers q$, r$, and $$, while
K0# has tuple ( pk } } } pl&1 , q", r") and H1#=$"
for some integers q", r", and $". Since K0# b K0;=:, applying Lemma 9.1
twice gives q$=r$=qj } } } qk&1 and q"=r"=qk } } } ql&1. Since >k&1i=j pi qi>2,
we have 2 >k&1i=j qi&>
k&1
i=j pi>0. But max hr(#0, k&1 b } } } b #0, j)=
2 >k&1i=j qi&>
k&1
i=j pi , so $$>0. Note that $$$j } } } $k , the $i are primes,
and
‘
k&1
i=j
pi
$i
 ‘
k&1
i=j
pi
qi
<2
so we can apply Lemma 9.1 to deduce $$=$j } } } $k&1 and $"=$k } } } $l&1.
However, j and k have different parity, so $$=$j } } } $k&1 and pj } } } pk&1
have different mod 4 congruence classes, contradicting $$ # hr(;). K
Although these systems are of extreme type, it is easy to modify the con-
struction to give a counterexample not of extreme type. The chief difference
is that we must choose three sequences of primes, [$k], [rk], and [qk], so
that rk , qk<$k , rk{qk and, with pk=$k+2+|rk&qk |, so that
rk+1 , qk+1pk pk&1 } } } p1 , ‘
t
i=s
pi
ri
<2
and
‘
t
i=s
pi
qi
<2 for all s<t.
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This is possible since for any c # (0, 1), there are infinitely many triples of
primes $, r, and q with c$<r, q<$. It is straightforward to adapt the proof
of Theorem 9.2 to show we have two non-isomorphic systems with
isomorphic K0H1 invariants.
10. HOMOLOGY INVARIANTS II
The nonisomorphic systems of Section 9 can be better understood
through the identification of further homology invariants for regular
isomorphism. The most succinct way to do this is by reference to the joint
scale 7A of K0AH1A and this is discussed in Section 11. As an alter-
native, we present here the extra compatibility conditions, involving con-
gruence and sign, which are the remaining obstacles to lifting a given K0H1
isomorphism to a regular isomorphism.
10.1 Lifting K0H1 Isomorphisms: Congruence and Sign
We have already observed in Proposition 9 a congruence obstruction to
lifting, in the odd case. Congruence compatibility between #0 and #1 can be
expressed in direct terms, free from any particular identification of the
K0H1 group and we do this by examining maps between (H1A) Z4 and
(H1A$) Z4 . In the odd case, these groups are Z4 and in the even case,
they are [0].
Let A, B be 4-cycle algebras and let :0 : K0A  K0B be a scaled group
homomorphism of rigid type. For all rigid embeddings ; with K0;=:0 ,
the map
(H1;)Id : (H1 A) Z  (H1B) Z4
is the same and so is determined by :0 . Write [:0] for this group
homomorphism.
Given :1 : H1A  H1B, if :0 :1=K0H1(;) for some rigid embedding
;, then, since :1 # hr(:0), it follows that the induced map :1[Id]Z4 coin-
cides with [:0].
These observations persist for regular isomorphisms of rigid systems of
4-cycle algebras. That is, #0 induces a map [#0] from (H1A) Z4 to
(H1A$) Z4 and congruence compatibility for #0 and #1 can be expressed
in the following abstract identification free form.
Definition 10.1. If #0#1 is an isomorphism of K0H1 invariants of the
rigid 4-cycle systems A and A$, then #0 and #1 are said to be congruence
compatible if the induced maps
[#0] : (H1 A) Z4  (H1A$) Z4
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and
#1[Id]Z4 : (H1A)Z4  (H1A$)Z4
are identical.
Of course, in the even case, both maps are the zero map, and so con-
gruence compatibility always holds in this case.
Recall that for an hr-asymmetric system, A=[Ak , :k], the realisation of
the homology range of :j b } } } b :i , for suitably large i, is contained in either
Z+ or Z& for each j. This leads to the following realisation free definition
of a sign-compatible isomorphism.
Definition 10.2. If #0#1 is an isomorphism of the K0H1 invariants of
two hr-asymmetric systems, A and A$, then #0#1 is a sign-compatible
isomorphism if for some k (and hence for all larger integers) the restric-
tions #10 : K0A1  K0A$k and #
1
1 : H1A1  H1A$k are such that #
1
1 and hr(#
1
0)
have the same sign.
That this is well-defined follows from the fact that in any realisation of
H1 Ai and H1Aj+1 , the signs of H1(:j b } } } b :i) and hr(:j b } } } b :i) must
agree. We have an analogue of Proposition 6.2 for hr-asymmetric systems.
Proposition 10.3. Let A, A$ be rigid hr-asymmetric systems of 4-cycle
algebras and let #0#1 be an isomorphism of their K0H1 invariants. Then
(for reasons of sign) at most one of #0#1 and #0 &#1 lifts to a regular
isomorphism between A and A$.
Consider now the K0H1 isomorphism #0 #1 between the systems of
Section 9. Then #0#1 is sign compatible but not congruence compatible,
whilst #0&#1 is congruence compatible but not sign compatible. Thus
neither isomorphism lifts.
We summarize this discussion in the following theorem.
Theorem 10.4. Let A and A$ be unital rigid systems of 4-cycle algebras
which are not homologically extreme. Let #0#1 be a scaled K0H1
isomorphism for which #0 is extendible and symmetry preserving. Then
1. in the even hr-symmetric case, #0#1 lifts to a regular isomorphism,
2. in the odd hr-symmetric case, #0#1 lifts if and only if #0 and #1 are
congruence compatible,
3. in the even hr-asymmetric case, #0#1 lifts if and only if #0 and #1
are sign compatible,
4. in the odd hr-asymmetric case, #0#1 lifts if and only if #0 and #1
are both sign compatible and congruence compatible.
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Proof. Statements (1) and (2) follow from Sections 7 and 8. Statements
(3) and (4) follow, in an exactly similar way, by noting that sign and
congruence compatibility ensure that the key inequalities (6.1) and (6.2)
and the congruence condition (6.3) are all satisfied. K
10.2. Homology Inversions
Here, we use the results of the previous section to construct homology
inverting automorphismsa possibility that does not arise for finite dimen-
sional algebras.
For a 4-cycle algebra A, there are no star-extendible automorphisms
: with K0: the identity and H1: the inversion map g [ &g of H1A.
But for even non-extreme systems of 4-cycle algebras, Theorem 10.4 (3)
immediately implies that such homology inverting automorphisms exist.
For an explicit example, consider the unital stationary system A given by
A(D4) w
:1 A(D4)M8 w
:2 A(D4)M82 w } } } ,
where the :k are rigid embeddings with
K0:k=_
8
8
0
0
8
8
0
0
0
0
8
8
0
0
8
8& , H1:k=[4].
This is an even hr-symmetric system which is not homologically extreme,
as hr(:k)=[&8, &4, 0, 4, 8] for all k.
The homology inverting automorphism of the system, and of the limit
algebra, can be constructed directly from a commuting diagram with inter-
twining maps ,k , k : Ak  Ak+1 (where Ak=A(D4)M8k&1) with
K0,k=K0k=_
8
8
0
0
8
8
0
0
0
0
8
8
0
0
8
8& , H1,k=H1k=[&4]
for all k. The existence of the ,k and k follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5.
It is interesting to note that such homology inversions are automor-
phisms : preserving canonical regular masas (i.e., :(C )=C for some such
masa) and with K0: the identity which nevertheless are not approximately
inner. Indeed, if an automorphism is approximately inner then one can
see that the induced homology map is necessarily zero. This contrasts
sharply with the case of AF C*-algebras; see Exercise 7.7.5] for example.
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In [DoP] we present a much subtler example of this non-self-adjoint
phenomenon.
11. THE JOINT SCALE
11.1. Abstract Classification
In constructing the joint scale we need to show that suitably defined K0
classes and H1 classes determine essential 4-cycles of partial isometries, up
to unitary equivalence. Defining the H1 class requires some care, but once
this is done the classification proceeds along the lines of Elliott’s classifica-
tion of AF C*-algebras.
Suppose A is a 4-cycle algebra and g=(g1 , g2 , g3 , g4), h=(h1 , h2 , h3 , h4)
are two unitarily equivalent 4-cycles of partial isometries in A, in the sense
that gi=uhi u*, 1i4, for some unitary u in A & A*. If g and h are
essential, the projections g1*g1 and h1*h1 give the same element of K0A_
and the final projections give the same element of K0A\ . (If g and h are not
essential, then g1*g1 and h1*h1 need not be in A_ .)
If g is a rank one essential 4-cycle then we can view the quadruple
g=(g1 , g2 , g3 , g4) as determining an element of the scale of H1(A), an ele-
ment we shall denote by H1(g). However this association is ambiguous in
only being determined up to sign. We remove the ambiguity by adopting
the following convention: for the minimal 4-cycle g=(e13 , e14 , e24 , e23) in
A(D4), H1(g) is the element of H1(2(D4)) determined by the 1-cycle
(3, 1) +(1, 4)+(4, 2) +(2, 3) .
With reference to the labelling of 2(D4) suggested by the diagram
3
1 2
4
we might regard this as the anticlockwise convention. Thus, for such
standard rank one essential 4-cycles, the first matrix unit above determines
the choice for H1(g).
In the case of a general 4-cycle algebra we make a similar choice. A tri-
vial but important observation to make about the convention is that it is
independent of the labelling of the digraph complex.
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We can similarly define H1(g) for an arbitrary essential partial isometry
4-cycle in terms of a sum obtained from its rank one parts. This in turn
allows us to make the following key definition.
Definition 11.1. If A is a 4-cycle algebra, then the joint scale of A is
the subset 7(A) of 70(A)71(A), given by the set
[([aa*], [a*a], H1(g)) # K0A_ K0A\H1 A : g=(a, b, c, d )
is an essential 4-cycle in A].
Notice the asymmetry in the joint scale; if g=(a, b, c, d ) is a rank one
4-cycle as above then ([aa*], [a*a], &H1(g)) does not belong to the joint
scale. Hence if : : A1  A2 is a rigid embedding of 4-cycle digraph algebras
then the induced map K0:H1 : maps the joint scale to the joint scale,
whereas K0:&H1 : may not.
Since rigid embeddings map the joint scale to the joint scale, we can
make the following definition.
Definition 11.2. If A=[Ak , :k] is a rigid system of 4-cycle algebras,
the joint scale 7(A) of A is defined to be the union of the images in
70A71A of the scales of Ak , for all k.
Projection of the joint scale to 71A is surjective but projection to 70 A
is not, even in the equidimensional case. Accordingly, in Lemma 11.4 and
the classification theorem below, we shall require preservation of both the
joint scale and the K0 scale.
The unitary equivalence class of a rank one essential 4-cycle g is deter-
mined by the pair [ g1g1*], [ g1*g1], just as a rank-one rigid embedding is
determined by its induced K0 map. For essential 4-cycles, just as for rigid
embeddings, this is false without the rank one hypothesis; we do have the
following variant of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, the uniqueness and existence
lemmas for rigid embeddings.
Lemma 11.3. Let A be a 4-cycle algebra. Then two essential 4-cycles are
unitarily equivalent in A if and only if they induce the same element of 7(A).
Proof. We have already remarked that unitarily equivalent 4-cycles
induce the same element of the joint scale. Conversely, suppose that two
essential 4-cycles, g=(g1 , g2 , g3 , g4) and h=(h1 , h2 , h3 , h4), induce the
same element of 7(A).
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Realise A as a subalgebra of a matrix algebra, i.e., a block matrix of the
form
_
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V& .
As g1 is a sum of matrix units, let :1 be the number of matrix units in the
(1, 3) block, :2 the number in the (1, 4) block, :3 in the (2, 4) block and
:4 in in the (2, 3) block. Let ;i be the corresponding numbers for h1 . It
suffices to show that :i=;i for i=1, 2, 3, 4. Since g1*g1 and h1*h1 are
Murrayvon Neumann equivalent in A & A*, we have
:1+:4=;1+;4 , :2+:3=;2+;3 ,
and since g1g1* and h1h1* are Murrayvon Neumann equivalent, we have
:1+:2=;1+;2 , :3+:4=;3+;4 .
These equations alone do not imply that :i=;i , but we also have the
equality H1(g)=H1(h), which, by the convention, is realised as the
equality
[:1&:2+:3&:4]=[;1&;2+;3&;4].
It follows that :i=;i for all i. K
Lemma 11.4. Let A and B be 4-cycle algebras and suppose # : K0 H1A 
K0H1B is a K0H1-homomorphism that is symmetry-preserving and satisfies
#(7(A))7(B) and #0(70(A))70(B).
Then there is a unique (up to inner conjugacy) rigid embedding 1 : A  B
that induces #.
Proof. Pick a minimal essential 4-cycle g in A and let (d, e, f ) be the
element of 7(A) induced by it. Then # maps this to (D, E, F ) # 7(B) and
so there is an essential 4-cycle in B, say G, that induces (D, E, F ), and G
is unique up to unitary equivalence, by the previous lemma.
The 4-cycle G is a direct sum of essential 4-cycles in B and there is a
unique (up to inner conjugacy) rigid embedding : that sends g to G.
To see that : is well defined, note that from the definition of a minimal
essential 4-cycle g it follows that the unitary equivalence class of g is deter-
mined by the pair d=[ g1 g1*], e=[ g1*g1].
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It remains to show that #=K0:H1 :. Plainly H1:=#1 , since these
maps agree on a generator of H1A. Also, note that 7A is generated by
(d, e, f ) together with its image under symmetries and orthogonal addition.
Since both #0 and K0 : are symmetry preserving it follows that #0=K0:. K
With this lemma, we can prove an abstract classification theorem in the
usual way.
Theorem 11.5. Let A=[Ak , :k] and A$=[A$k , :$k] be rigid systems of
4-cycle algebras.
Then the systems A and A$ are regularly isomorphic if and only if there
is an isomorphism # : K0 H1 A  K0H1 A$ with #=#0#1 where #0 is sym-
metry preserving,
#(7A)=7A$ and #0(70 A)=70 A$.
Proof. One direction is immediate. To prove the other direction, we
begin by replacing A and A$ by subsystems so that we have the commuting
diagram
#1
#2
K0H1A1 ww K0H1A2 ww K0H1 A3 ww } } } K0 H1A
!1 !2
} } } #
K0H1A$1 ww K0H1A$2 ww K0H1 A$3 ww } } } K0H1A$,
where #i is identified with a restriction of # and !i is identified with a
restriction of #&1.
As #(7A)=7 A$, we may assume, after possibly restricting to another
subsystem, that #i (7Ai)7A$i+1 and !i (7Ai$)7Ai and that similar inclu-
sions hold for the K0 scales. As # is symmetry preserving, so too are #i , !i .
By the existence part of Lemma 11.4, #1 lifts to a rigid embedding
11 : A1  A$1 and !1 lifts to a rigid embedding 51 : A$1  A2. While 51 b 11
need not equal :1 , both have the same K0 H1 map, a map which preserves
the joint scale. So by the uniqueness part of Lemma 11.4, they are inner
conjugate. Replacing 51 by a suitable inner conjugate, we have 51 b 11=:1 .
Continuing in this way, we can obtain the required regular isomorphism. K
11.2 The Joint Scale and Other Invariants
In view of the abstract classification, the joint scale is the ‘‘correct’’
classification invariant for distinguishing homological diversity and,
together with the K0 data, it provides a complete set of invariants.
However the joint scale is remarkably succinct and is not as easily com-
puted as other partial invariants. Accordingly the characterisation of
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liftable K0 H1 isomorphisms, such as that of Theorem 10.4 for the unital
non-extreme case, is quite valuable. For these algebras it now follows
readily that a K0H1 isomorphism #0#1 (with #0 extendible and symmetry
preserving) will preserve the joint scale if and only if #0 and #1 are both
sign compatible and congruence compatible. In the nonunital case, we need
an additional compatibility condition, associated with coupling products,
which, like sign and congruence compatibility, is latent in preservation of
the joint scale. We discuss this briefly below.
Consider, once again, a regular isomorphism ’ : A  A$ implemented by
the commuting diagram (5.1). With H1’1=[$] and K0 ’~ 1=[ p], where ’~ 1
is the star-extension of ’1 , we deduce that
$
p
‘

k=1
|$$k |
p$k
= ‘

k=1
|$k |
pk
.
In particular, if H1A{0 then we may arrange that these infinite products
are nonzero by deleting finitely many initial terms and hence both products
determine the same coset of RQ. Accordingly the following definition is
well-defined and provides another invariant for the regular isomorphism of
rigid systems.
Definition 11.6. [P3] The homology coupling coset }(A) of a rigid
4-cycle system A=[Ak , :k] is the coset of RQ determined by the product
}A= ‘

k=l
H1 :k
K0:~ k
for sufficiently large l.
Here we write :~ k for the star extension of :k . Notice that the map K0:~ k
can also be viewed as the (somewhat more intrinsic) map H0 :k, since
K0C*(Ak) is readily identified with H0Ak . Thus }(A) can regarded as an
H0 H1 coupling invariant.
In the unital case, and only in the unital case, the coupling coset
invariant is already implicit in the scales of K0 and H1 . Specifically, if the
K0 scale is realised, as usual, by the interval [0, }0) and if the homology
scale is realised by (&}1 , }1), or [&}1 , }1], then }(A) is the coset of
}0 }1 .
In the research notes [P3] the second author restricted attention to
systems with trivial coupling coset, that is, to those for which the infinite
product converges to zero. In this class, we can view the K0 and homology
scales as being decoupled. However, sign and congruence compatibility still
remain as obstacles to lifting K0H1 isomorphisms. This is a wide class
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containing for instance (non-extreme) unital systems with full H1 scale:
7A=H1A.
The homology coupling product is, of course, only determined up to a
rational. In order to lift a K0H1 isomorphism to a regular isomorphism,
the necessary homology coupling compatibility must be specified more
precisely.
For the first formulation we indicate how A provides a group homo-
morphism
}A : H1A  H0AR
which is determined up to sign. It will follow readily that if #0#1 arises
from a regular isomorphism ’ : A  A$ then we have the commuting square
condition
#1H1A H1A$
}A \}A$
H0 A R ww
#~ 0 Id H0 A$R
with a suitable choice of sign for }A$ . This condition may be viewed as
coupling class compatibility for #0 and #1 .
To construct }A we first consider the 4-cycle algebra A1 in the system A.
For A1 , there is a coupling between homology and K0 given by the pair
([ g1 g1*], H1(g)) Here [ } ] indicates the K0 class in C*(A1), or, as we
prefer to view it here, the H0 class, and g is a minimal essential 4-cycle.
This association gives a group isomorphism H1 A1  H0A1 which is deter-
mined up to sign; in the usual realisation, it is multiplication by $1 p1 or
&$1 p1 . This isomorphism has a unique extension
\}1 : H1 A  H0AR.
The map }A is defined in terms of }k arising from Ak , k=1, 2, ..., as a
group homomorphism for which
|}A(g)|=inf
k
|}k(g)|.
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Closely related to }A is a more general H0H1 coupling which arises from
weaker joint scale, namely the joint scale of H0H1 . This scale may be
defined quickly as the image of 7A under the homomorphism
(K0H1)(A)  (H0H1)(A) : ([ g1 g1*], [ g1*g1], H1(g))
[ (i([ g1g1*]), H1(g)),
where i : K0A  H0A is the natural surjection of scaled K0 groups.
11.3. Homologically Extreme Systems
There is a connection between the joint scale and homology range, which
we use to characterise homologically extreme systems. Recall that a system
of 4-cycle algebras A is of extreme type if A=[Ak , :k] with
max hr(:k+1 b :k)=max hr(:k+1) max hr(:k)
for all sufficiently large k, and the system is homologically extreme if
H1(:k)=max hr(:k) for all sufficiently large k.
Definition 11.7. Let A be a 4-cycle algebra. As H1(A) are isomorphic
to Z, there are two natural orders on H1(A). Pick one. We call
(a, b, c) # 7A extreme if at least one of the two sets
[(a, b, c$) # 7A : c$>c], [(a, b, c$) # 7A : c$<c]
is empty; plainly, this does not depend on the order chosen for H1A.
Let 7eA denote the set of extreme elements of 7A.
Notice that if :+; # 7e A, then :, ; # 7eA; of course, the converse does
not hold.
If : : A  B is a rigid embedding between 4-cycle algebras and
(D, E, F ) # 7B is the image of (d, e, f ) # 7A (where f is not the identity of
H1 A), then
hr(:)=[u : H1A  H1 B | u( f )=F $ and (D, E, F $) # 7B]. (11.1)
If A=[Ak , :k] is a rigid system of 4-cycle algebras, then we can define
7eA in the same way as 7eA. The key fact to observe is that, if we regard
7A as the union of the 7Ak , then (D, E, F ) # 7eA if and only if
(D, E, F ) # 7eAk for all sufficiently large k.
Theorem 11.8. Let A be a rigid system of 4-cycle algebras. Then A is
homologically extreme if and only if 7eA is nonempty.
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Proof. (o) Let A=[Ak , :k]. If 7eA is nonempty, then we can find
an element gk # 7eAk so that its image is in 7eAl for all lk.
If gk has homology equal to the identity, i.e., zero, then we can we can
decompose gk into elements induced by minimal 4-cycles. By the remark
above, these elements are also in 7eA, so replacing gk by one of these
elements, we may suppose that gk has nonzero homology. Then we can
apply equation (11.1) to conclude that
H1(:l)=max hr(:l)
for all lk and hence A is homologically extreme.
(O) Since homologically extreme implies extreme type, we have A=
[Ak , :k] where, for all k,
max hr(:k+1 b :k)=max hr(:k+1) max hr(:k).
If K0(:k) has tuple ( pk , qk , rk) then by Lemma 2.6, one of pk=qk , pk=rk
or qk=rk holds for all k.
Suppose pk=qk . With our usual realisation, the element ((P, 0), (a, b),
a&b) is in 7e(Ak), where a+b=P>0. Since pk=qk , the K0H1 map
induced by :k sends this element to one of the same form. Precisely, it is
sent to ((Ppk , 0), (a$, b$), a$&b$) # 7e(Ak+1), where a$=a( pk+rk)2+
b( pk&rk)2 and b$=a( pk&rk)2+b( pk+rk)2. Since this holds for all k,
given g1 # 7eA1 , its image is in 7eAk for all k and so 7eA is nonempty.
The other cases are similar, save only that if pk=rk , then we work with
((a, b), (P, 0), a&b) where a+b=P>0 and if qk=rk , then we work with
((a, b), (a, b), P). It is only in this last case that we need the condition that
H1(:k)=max hr(:k). K
11.4. Generalisations
Some contexts for which a joint scale classification seems possible are
given in Power [P4] and Heffernan [H]. Here some classes of digraph
algebras are identified where the rigid embeddings, or a large subclass of
rigid embeddings, are distinguished by their induced K0 and H1 maps. For
these contexts, such as 2n-cycles, or the rotation type rigid embeddings of
cube algebras [P4], there is the added complication that the digraph sym-
metry groups do not act naturally on the appropriate direct systems.
However, a context for which this complication does not arise is that of
direct sums of 4-cycle algebras. In this case once more there is a natural
symmetry on K0A \k and K0A
_
k and on the direct systems. The resulting
systems are immensely diversethe class is closed under tensoring with
arbitrary self-adjoint systemsand yet the joint scale K0H1 classification of
Theorem 11.5 is valid with an entirely similar proof.
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